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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of concurrent cognitive and motor tasks on clinical balance performance of ataxic and healthy subjects.

Methods: A total of 50 subjects with and without ataxia were included. Timed performances during Single Leg Stance (OLS), Tandem Stance (TS), 360 degrees of Rotation, Timed Up & Go (TUG) and Four Square Step (FSS) tests were recorded without task, and with concurrent cognitive and motor tasks.

Results: Ataxic and healthy subjects had similar SLS and TS test performances, applied with cognitive tasks. Motor task negatively affected the performances of the ataxic patients. Motor and cognitive tasks during 360 DR and cognitive task during TUG tests reduced the performances of both groups. During FSS test, motor task reduced the performances of ataxic patients, while both tasks reduced the performances of the healthy subjects.

Discussion: The results point out the effects of cognitive and motor tasks during static and dynamic balance tests in ataxic and healthy subjects. These findings are considered to be useful while evaluating the balance function of the ataxic patients, and focus on the necessity of including concurrent tasks during the balance tests.
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Introduction

Ataxia is a movement disorder resulting from dysfunction of the nervous system components which coordinate movement. Besides being a symptom, is also a neurologic disease creating problems in coordination, posture, gait and fluency of talking (1). In current studies, it is indicated that attention need is too much for postural control and may change depending on many factors such as difficulty of the task performed, age of the individual and balance abilities (2). Postural control is an automatic reflex controlled task about the control of the body’s position in space for the purpose of maintaining balance, stabilization and orientation (3-5). Postural control problems are frequent in ataxic people and a patient with balance problem must rapidly achieve postural control in order to improve independence in daily activities and walking abilities.

Generally “dual-task” term is the ability of performing two task at the same time and dividing the attention between these tasks (6). ‘Dual task performance involves the execution of primary task which is the major focus of attention and a secondary task performed at the same time’ (7). Dual task model includes concurrent performance of two tasks in order to investigate the effects of attention needed for one motor task and a motor or cognitive task, on motor performance (8).

In the literature, there are studies investigating the effects of dual tasks on balance and walking parameters in patients with neurological diseases (such as Parkinson, Alzheimer, stroke). The results of these studies draw attention to disabilities of dividing attention. In those patients, besides automatic walking parameters, cadence, step length and walking speed during dual tasks were also found decreased, and time of double support time, postural instability and risk of fall increased (9-12).

Defining how the attention deficits affect balance performance and safety of the patient is an important issue in neurological rehabilitation (9, 13). In people with cerebellar ataxia dual task interference is particularly a noticeable problem because of the disruption of the cerebellum. The cerebellum plays a major role in motor control and some cognitive functions such as attention and language. So effective planning of the rehabilitation requires identification of coexisting problems and underlying neurophysiologic mechanisms (14). However, dual-task performance of patients with ataxia is usually ignored in routine clinical evaluation (15). While former studies provide important information about dual-task deficits in patients with various neurological diseases, there is no information or comparable data about the effects of motor and cognitive tasks on balance and postural stability in ataxic patients in clinical settings.

Therefore, the aim of this clinical controlled study is to evaluate the effect of motor and cognitive tasks on clinical balance performance of patients with ataxia, by using practical, reliable and valid clinical tests. We pay attention to the fact that the tests are reflecting many activities of daily living, and be useful for rehabilitation planning.

Material and Method

Participants

Participants were recruited from Neurology Department of Hacettepe University. 110 patients with cerebellar ataxia screened from files before admission to the study. Out of 110 patients, 61 patients who were accepted to participate to the study were invited to attend to the study at Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation Department of the Faculty of Health Sciences. Inclusion criteria were; ability to ambulate independently and having similar disease severity (to assess disease severity we used the following stages: stage 0=no gait difficulties; stage 1=disease onset, as defined by onset of gait difficulties; stage 2=loss of independent gait; stage 3=confinement to wheelchair; stage 4=death. Based on this we included patients at stage 1 (16), having at least 24 scores from Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE), having no speech problem and being voluntary to join the study. Subjects with other neurological, orthopaedic and cardiovascular problems which could affect walking were excluded. A total 25 patient (12 men, 13 women) between the ages of 20-50 were eligible for the study. Also 25 healthy, age and gender-matched cases
who were Hacettepe University staff or students of departments other than Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation, participated in the study as comparison group.

**Method**

All participants provided informed consent and the study was approved by the ethical committee of Hacettepe University. Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) was applied in order to identify cognitive level at the beginning of the study. The severity of the disease of Ataxia patients was described by International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS) (17-18). Demographic information, medical history and falling history (falling frequency, falling history and fear of falling) of the cases were recorded. Within the scope of clinical balance tests, single-leg stance, tandem stance, 360 degrees of rotation, timed-up and go test, four square step tests were performed by all cases, initially without task, and then with cognitive and motor tasks, respectively. Different cognitive and motor tasks used in all balance tests for the purpose of reducing learning effect.

Tasks given to participants are as follows:

**Cognitive tasks**

1. Counting the names of months backwards from December to January (a)
2. Counting the names starting with letter "A" (b)
3. Counting backward aloud by threes from 100 (7, 19, 20)
4. Telling the number of the letters of the words physiotherapist tells
5. When physiotherapist says “blue”, saying “no”, when s/he says “red”, saying “yes” (12)

* 1st and 2nd concurrent tasks are modified by inspiring from the studies in literatures
(a) counting back the days of the weeks; Morris et al. 2005 (21)
(b) counting the words the initial of which is F and S; Galletly ve Brauer 2005 (22).

**Motor tasks**

1. Taking three objects from the bag respectively (money, the keys, pencil) and putting them back in turn
2. Carrying a glass on tray (11, 23)
3. Opening and closing bag zipper
4. Transferring the ball from one hand to the other (a)
5. Buttoning up the shirt button

*4th concurrent task is modified by inspiring from the studies in literatures
(a) transferring the money from one hand to the other; O’Shea et al. 2002 (7)

**Single Leg Stance Time**

It is a clinical test evaluating static balance on foot and on the narrow support surface (24). Time of standing on dominant side foot was recorded in seconds. If single leg stance position was not possible without support, they were asked to take the position with a support and the time s/he can stand was calculated from the moment s/he left her/his hand. The test was finished for the individuals who could stand for 30 seconds. Cognitive task given during the test is counting the names of months backwards from December to January, motor task given during the test is taking three objects from the bag respectively (money, the keys, pencil) and putting them back in turn.

**Tandem Stance time**

It is a clinical test reflecting stability in mediolateral directions and postural maintenance in static position on narrow support surface (25). During evaluation, the cases were asked to maintain tandem stance in a way their dominant foot is in the back and the time they can stand was recorded. If they could not take the position without support they were asked to take the position with a support and the time was calculated from the moment he/she removed the hand. The test was concluded for the individuals who can stand in 30 seconds. Cognitive task given during the test counting the names the starting with letter “A”, motor task given during the test is carrying a glass on tray.

**360 Degrees of Rotation Time**

360 degrees of rotation test is a short measuring of dynamic balance. The test requires transmitting body weight from one foot to the other and taking successive steps while maintaining the balance.
while rotating one’s own axis. The cases were asked to take one tour firstly to one direction, later to reverse direction on their own axis and the time passed was recorded. Cognitive task given during the test counting backward aloud by threes from 100, motor task given during the test is transferring the ball from one hand to the other.

**Timed up and go test completing time**

Timed up and go test is a suitable test to evaluate functional mobility within the society and to show the changes in clinic. In our study, the subject was asked to sit on an armchair with his/her back against the chair and feet flat on the floor. He/she was then instructed to rise and walk as fast as possible to a mark on the floor 3 metres away, turn around, walk back to the chair and sit down again. Timing commenced on the word “start” and ceased once the subject’s back of the chair. Cognitive task given during the test telling the number of the letters of the words physiotherapist tells, motor task given during the test is opening and closing bag zipper.

**Four Square Step Test**

It is a test which is designed to examine ability to step over small objects and change direction within a clinical setting. The test is suitable for evaluating multi directional step instabilities of individuals having balance disorder and vestibular dysfunction. In four square step test, the subject stands in square number 1 facing square number 2. The aim is to step as fast as possible into each square in the following sequence. Square number 2, 3, 4, 1, 4, 3, 2. Both feet must make contact with the floor with each square. They were asked to take one tour clockwise and counter clockwise and the time passed was recorded (figure 1). Cognitive task given during the test is when physiotherapist says “blue”, saying “no”, when s/he says “red”, saying “yes”, motor task given during the test is buttoning up the shirt button.

**Calculation of the dual-task deficit:**

Reduced performance in the dual-task condition is described as dual-task deficit. Dual-task deficit may be expressed as a difference between single and dual task performance. According to Abertnethy, performance changes occurred during the concurrent task are influenced by the rate of baseline performance. For that reason, the below mentioned formula is used in order to calculate dual task deficit and compare the deficits resulted from cognitive and motor tasks.

$$\frac{(\text{Dual task performance} - \text{Single Task Performance})}{\text{Single Task Performance}} \times 100$$

This calculation controls for baseline performance, and dual-task performance deficits are interpreted as percentages. This type of calculation allows comparison across individuals and also allows comparison over time when baseline performance may change.

At the beginning of the evaluation, the patients were informed about the test procedure and then asked to try it once. The evaluations were made by the same physiotherapist at the same place, in the afternoons. Subjects were told to wear their comfortable shoes during the tests. Eyes of the subjects were open during tests. An observer watched out the participants against risk of falling. Two minutes resting break was given at each test intervals. Each test was performed twice and mean values were recorded in seconds. The same materials were used while the participants were evaluated. In each test different cognitive and motor tasks were given in order to eliminate learning effect.

**Statistical Analysis**

For statistical analysis SPSS 15 windows-based analysis program was used. Quantitative and qualitative data were expressed as “Mean ± Standard deviation” and “%” respectively. For the sequential evaluations of the same group, Wilcoxon Matched Example Test was used and Mann-Whitney U test was used for inter-group comparison. The level of significance was accepted as p<0.05. According to the power analysis performed at 80%, it was determined that approximately 25 patients required to accomplish the study.

**Results**

Physical characteristics and MMSE scores of the groups were similar (all p’s>0.05). Mean disease duration of the ataxic patients was 6.58 years and mean ataxia severity scores were 17.52/100 according to ICARS (0-100), numbers...
of falling were recorded as 2.56 falling/6 months (Table 1). 64 percent (16, 7F, 9M) of all subjects reported falling within the last 6 months. One of them (4%) reported once, 5 of them (20%) reported twice and 10 of them (40%) reported more than twice falling.

Without Task Balance Tests Performance

Times of completing static and dynamic balance tests were compared between ataxic and comparison groups. Results of SLT and TS tests were lower, and 360 DRT, TUG and FSST were higher in the ataxia group (all p's<0.05). Balance test results are summarized in Table 2.

The Effects of Cognitive and Motor Concurrent Tasks on Performance

Static Balance Tests

Motor tasks decreased TST results, significantly (p=0.019) (Table 3).

Dynamic Balance Tests

Time of completing 360 DRT increased with cognitive and motor tasks in both groups (all p's>0.05). Cognitive task increased TUG test value in ataxic and comparison subjects (all p's>0.05). FSST test was completed in a longer time in ataxic group when performed with motor task (p<0.013). For subjects in the comparison group, time of completing FSST increased with both cognitive and motor tasks (all p's>0.05) (Table 3).

Cognitive and Motor Task Deficits

Except FSST with cognitive task, deficit rates caused by concurrent tasks were similar between groups (all p's>0.05) (Table 4). When we analyzed which task type led to more deficits in balance tests; in ataxia patients, it was found that motor task deficits were more obvious than cognitive task deficits in four square step test (p=0.033). On the other hand, in 360 degrees of rotation test, cognitive task deficit was more than motor task deficit (p=0.001).

In comparison group, it was seen that cognitive task deficit was more than motor task deficit in 360 degrees of rotation test (p=0.008) (Table 4, 5).

Discussion

The results of the study demonstrated that in individuals with ataxia, static (SLS, TS) and dynamic (360 DR, TUG, FSST) balance performance was affected during concurrent tasks and this influence was more prominent especially during dynamic tests. On the other hand in healthy individuals, only dynamic performance is affected by the concurrent tasks.

For a patient with ataxia who have balance and stability problems, improving function and prevention of risks are important for the rehabilitation process. Falling risk is an important factor that leads to limitations in activities of daily living. In addition presence of fear of falling negatively effect the patient’s social participation and reduces the quality of life. Therefore identification of necessities, determination of appropriate treatment and evaluating the results with appropriate outcome measures are important for the rehabilitation practice (30).

Previous researches were focused on the effect of dual-task performance on postural sway and gait characteristics. For this purpose computerized gait analyses and posturografi were used (4, 23). Although these methods provide objective and reliable data, they require training, takes a long time, expensive equipments and laboratory setting. Therefore we preferred to use clinical tests in this study. The tests are easy to perform, does not require much time and equipment and can be used as training approach in the treatment program.

Static balance tests results showed that ataxic group was only affected by the cognitive and motor tasks when they perform tandem stance test. Tandem stance is a static balance test which reflects stability in the mediolateral direction and continuity in the static postural position in narrow support surface. Pajala et al showed that tandem stance test reflects the falling risk in elderly people (31). Morris et al studied the effects of cognitive tasks to some clinical balance tests such as stance in feet apart, feet together, one leg in front, tandem and single leg (21). He found that tandem stance test significantly decreased in patients with a history of fall. So we suggest that tandem stance in dual-task performance is an easy and practical test which reflects the falling risk for ataxic patients in clinical setting.
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Several researches showed that static activities such as sitting and standing requires less attention than dynamic activities such as walking (32, 33). In the other words, attention need changes according to the difficulty of the task (32). This study supports our findings that dual task conditions seem to have more impact on dynamic balance performance. An individual who has balance problems can be independent as long as he can maintain his functions successfully such as walking, turning, sitting and functions that contains dynamic equilibrium in activities of daily living. Therefore we used these clinical dynamic balance test for the purpose of understanding attention need and perceived risk of falls for different functions. In our study motor and cognitive tasks during 360 DR and cognitive task during TUG tests reduced the performances of both groups. During FSS test, motor task reduced the performances of ataxic patients while both tasks reduced the performances of the healthy subjects. So we suggest that, 360 turning, timed up and go and four square step test can reflect balance problems and risk of falling during the functional activities. Also these test can be used to determine the need for attention during dual task performance.

Unlike previous studies, we used deficit rates while comparing the effects of dual tasks on balance. Deficit rates enables us to evaluate dual task performance of the individuals through their own performance. The result of this study showed that, when the deficit ratio of healthy and ataxia cases are compared, both groups are affected from cognitive and motor tasks during the dynamic balance tests similarly. This interesting results shows us that dual tasks affect balance and stabilization in the same level during several activities in both ataxia and healthy cases. When we compared the two groups clinical balance test performance with or without cognitive and motor tasks; performance were worse in the ataxia group than the comparison group. This results shows us ‘posture first principle is important in both ataxic and healthy individuals. When a person perform a dual task performance, attention would be directed to postural control in order to maintaining stability and protecting themselves against falling (34). This result is more prominent in ataxic patients. These people are in a disadvantegous condition in daily activities (cross the roads in traffic lights, coordinating with moving staircase and automatic gate in shopping center etc.) which requires adequate timing and speed.

Furthermore, as a clinical aspect, in some tests, ataxia group’s not giving importance to performing the concurrent task correctly due to their giving priority to protecting themselves against falling. It has been a factor which restricts fully understanding the deficit created in concurrent tasks by giving priority to preserving posture. We think that it is a significant limitation for our study not to evaluate the second task performance. It is considered that the researches which will be performed in the future should be evaluate second task performance as well as the first task.

This study provides information to the health professionals about effects of dividing attention on balance and stabilization performance, in community ambulatory patients with ataxia. Also the results pointed out the need for evaluation of concurrent motor and cognitive task performances by using simple and easily applicable tests in clinical settings, and improving dual task performance during treatment programs.
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